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1. The Role of English"

1.1, After the partition of-India, language differences proved to be a deeply

divisive factor in the new state of Pakistan which was established as a
unified Moslem state made up of two' large areas eeparated by the breadth of

north India. Jinnah's policy, that Urdu should he the sole national language
throughout Pakistan with"English as the second language, led to protests,
rioting and bloodshed in the then East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) in favour

of Bengali, the language of that area. It was one element in the discontent

that led eventually to the War of Liberation (from Pakistan). And when the

new state of Bangladesh was established, the mother tongue - historically

called Bengali and currently known as Bangle - was seen quite naturally as/

an instrument'of national identity and patriotism. The use of Bangle was

encouraged. An early ordinance required all schools and institutions of '

higher education in Bangladesh to use it as the sole medium of instruction.

1.2 It is said that the standards of Englishwere higher.before the Wax of

Liberation when English was a unifying and effective language of communica-

tion in government,"business and education. Of.the three languages hen in..

current use (Urdu, Bangle and English), only English was common to all. But

when Bangle was established as the sole national language, not only was Urdu

discouraged: the teaching and use of English also.suffered. No Government

school now officially uses English as the medium of instruction (and only

two international schools are licensed English-medium), all internal
government minuting is in Bangle, and increasingly Bangle is the medium of

-instruetion in the Universities. 'In consequence English is'neither suf-
ficiently widespread nor sufficiently well taught to be the second language

of a genuinely bilingual nation. Yet it is not a wholly foreign language.
It remains the prestige language of the educated.minority, particularly in

Ihe capital area where there are, for example,-two widely-read, English,

medium newspapers. It might be described as ESL lapsing into EFL.

1.3 The exclusive emphasis of Bangle linguistic nationalism has probably

passed its peak. Though this emphasis.has. never been regretted and is
reiterated annually.on Language Martyru' Day, there is Agrowing realisation

that a second working language must be maintainedfor administration
(particularly in the'international areas peopled by kid donors)' and for

advanced study. For both historical ant: pragmatic reasons, English is
Accepted as the natural choice for such a language. One indication of the
increasing importance that is officially attached to a resurgence of ELT

was the setting up in November 1975 by the Minibtry of Education of an ELT

:Task Force!, Its purpose was to survey the state of English, language

teachipg at Secondary, Higher Secondary and Teacher Training levels; to
assess the-personnel and teaching materials that were available; and to

assess English language proficiency at these levels. This body has now

made its report (in February '77) and official reactions to its recommenda-

tions are awaited.



1.4 At least one of its recommendations was overtaken by another signifi-
cant indicator of the revised attitude to English_ There is a belief,
founded on a statement that we have not been able to document; that the
Chief Martial Law Administration favours the teaching of English, from
Grade 111, instead Of from Grade V1 where it is officially begun at
present. Present planning'is based on this belief. Thie recognition of
English as a skill to be imparted.by the Bangladesheducational system is
gratifying, but its effect on the system is yet to be fully explored.

1.5 English is learnt in Bangladesh to satisfy tUree needs: viz, social,
occupational and study needs. Since the first affects an insignificant
number in the population, it itee'd not beconsidered here. Occupational
needs are few but important and include such essential Occupations as
scientists, engineers, diplomats, doctors, pilots, specialised adminis-
trative personnel etc, who need mastery of the kind of spoken or written
English appropriate to their job. Again the numbers are small, and their
need might best be met by specialised courses at'University and post-
University levels. .The English language needs, therefore, that affect
mos't keenly the sAudent population of Bangladesh are study needs. The
English language needs, therefore, that affect most keenly the student
population Of Bangladesh are study, needs. The Medium of instruction at
University level As theoretically Bangle. This means, in effect, that .

lecturing in some facUlties is exclusively in:Bangle; some (espenially
engineering and science) use English almost exclusively; and it seems
tLat most use a mixture of both, the lecturer moving without warning
from Bangle to English to Banglishi. The proportion of subjects taught
in Bangle will undoubtedly grow. But most significant for the immediate
future is the fact that most of the available basic text-books, and
virtuallr.all of the accessible researdh and sliipplementary materials in
modern-sector sitbjects are in English. Even the most intensive and
concerted efforts in translation are not likely to change this in the
near or middle-future. The significance of English as a library language
is tacitly recognised by the permission given to students who may choose
to write their examination papers in English.

2. English within the Educational system

.

Eni4ish has always been a compulsory language in schools. Before Liberation.,
it iwas taught as third language, precedence being given to Urdu, the official
state language. Since_Wberation, English has beep taught compulsorily in
all Junior High Schools (grades VI-X), in all other institutions at this
level (eg Vocational Training Institutes) and in all Intermediate Colleges
(grades XI-XII), and to all streams within these institutions. In addition
to, this most primary schools do in fact teach English from grades III-V: thie
isI

not compulsory, except by local decision, but it seems likely that it will
become so. (The National Curriculum and Syllabus Committee has recommended
this and a decision is expected soon.) The study of the English language as
sUch is not compulsory at tertiary level.

2.1 .Average number of periods (= 35 minutes) per week allocated to the
teaching of English:

Primary

Government Non-Government
Schpols , Schools

Grade 1

2

3 5

4 5
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High Schools Grade 6 7

7 8

8

9 8

10 8.5

Intermediate
Colleges 11 6

12 6

.

2.2 .Within the schools system there is no distinction made between
language and literature, except in the,internal organisation of teaching
at grades VIII-XII where all,the work s directed towards the preparation
for external pUblic examinations. At the University level, however, it is
significant that the English Departments are known locally as 'Departments
of English Literature'. (See Appendix 1'), At the present time, these
departments make little provision for the teaching.of English language 7
other than as the medium for English Literature - or linguistics. Steps
are now being taken to introduce a language element\to their courses.
(See Appendix 2). .Nevertheless, the present aims, Methods and products

-of.4he University Departments of English have been c. aracterised as
'wildly unrealistic.and dahgerously unrelated to the most urgent educational
needs of the country. The preservation And expansion of a thoroughly
derivative tradition of literary critical scholarshipin English...seems
'to be the chief concern of most teachers including those willing both to
recognise acute.problems and to anticipate*neCesdary solutions'. Though
this is perhaps an exaggerated reaction,\it .reflects i, genuine concern
that the Departments of English in Bangladesh Universitles are net really
adopting a role in furthering English language as a tool'. for development.

. \

2.3 In an educational, system as conservative as that of angladesh, there
can be no doubt about the all-pervasive, even baleful,'ef ect of public
examinations. This.influence is perhaps coMpounded in the case of English
because not only is Englidh a compulsory subject at.both t e Secondary
School Certificate (taken at the end of grade X) and the Higher School
Certificate (grade XII): it is, together with Bangla at boUi\levels and
Religion at SSC, one of.the subjects in which a pass is mandatory, and' in
which failure results in the withholding.of the group certificate. Since
the gaining of these certificates is necessary to progression4n the system,
and since the grade obtained. at HSC is-decisive in acceptance for study at
the tertiary level, proficiency in English (insofar as it is judged by.
these examinations) is an.essential'element in educational advancement.
Paradoxically, the importance vested in a pass in English as a barrier to
certification probably results in a lowering of standards. (The stated
pass mark is a lowly 33 per.cent,.but since,marks from 28 to 33 per cent
are avoided, the pass mark is effectively 28 per cent - and this after all
gratis marks of grace and condonatiOn have been added to the original'
score.) The syllabuses from grade IX to grade.XII.are no more than the
examinations syllabuses and the areas of English study which are considered
of paramount importance maY be seen from a cursory glance at the marks
distribution which is the same for both levels

8

9

9

10

9.5

40 answers to questions requiring detailed knowledge df set
.texts from an Anthology

30 writing tasks (letter, story and essay)

10 grammar and usage questions



10 reading comprehension

10 translation from Bangla to English

2.4 As has been stated, responsibility for the syllabuses of grades VIII
to XII effectively rests with the Boards of Intermediate and Secondary
Education, quasi-autonomous bodies who control the public examination
syllabuS. . Syllabuse change at these levels (and there, has.been none in
recent years) would normally be initiated by committees of the Boards,
though final decsionS would rest with the Ministry ofEducation. Sylla-
buseaand curricula at all other levels in the schools system are the sole
responsibility of.the Ministry of Education. Changes,are normally initi-.
ated by the establishment of ad hoc committees who'at' irregular intervals.
are asked to recommend revisions. There is at present such a revision for
all school subjetts including English being undertaken. Since there is no
provision for a subject inspectorate in any subject', there is no'mechanism
for on-going consideration and revision of English:syllabuses. Nor is.
there-any attempt at any level to supervise nationally the teaching of
English.

2.5 Once syllabuses have been approved by the Ministry,of Education, the'

responsibility fOr the production.of books for/Use ip gradr:s I-VIII lies
with.the separately constituted Text-Book Board. The use of these text-
books is obligatory in all schools: they are "Subsidised and no commercially
produced text-books,areavailable in any case. The anthologies for use at
SSC and HSC are prescribed by the Boards: they are commercially.produced
and are:oftemsold in a package With Bazaar notes of a very inferior kind.
Other books which are used at the later,stages (eg ' nätional Grammars')
are produced by open competition among cOmmerci pUblishers. Their
standards are uniformly low.

2.6 There is nowhere within the system; either in the syllabuses or in the
available text-books, any provision for the teaching of English for
special purposes. Any ESP which may be done is local, arbitrary and un-
coordinated.. Similarly, there -Is nowhere any separate provision for the
teaching of English to'adults.

Teaching Cadre

3.1 Apart from the 6bservablejact that classes at all level's Of the system
are far too large to be educationally viable, it has to be said that there
are enough class minders to meet the quantitative demand for teachers of,
English. The teaching profeasion in Bangladesh and consequently the English
teaching cadre is virtually one\hundred per cent Bangladeshi.

3.2 Accurate figures - any figures - concerned with the,training and
qualifications of the existing teaching cadre are simplynot available. In
general, and thja.applies to all\subjects, one can say that teaching in the
Intermediate Colleges (grades XVand XII) is conducted by teachers with
Masters' degrees (except for thoae with MEds, therefore, the teachers will
have had no training, and in the Un:Iversities nothingwhatsoever at present
is done to equip Honours English 84% and MA students to teach the language
itself). Teachers in the High Schools have a variety of qualifications,
though a BA is :..upposed to be a mi\niMum qualification: A survey of the
qualifications of teachers o/ English in 23 High Schools (8 Government High
Schools, 8 Non-Government High SchOols in Urban areas and 7 Non-Government
ilighSchoolsinIturalareas)showedthat 60 per cent had undergone'ifull time

\
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teacher=training (for MEdsand BEds). Some of.this training may have in-

cluded'ELT. We can only say 'may have included ELT' because the 1970
investigation of teachers by the Institute for Educational.Research of
Dacca University states that 74% of all High School teaChers teach some
English and goes on to state that of this number only one-fifth (ie 14
per ,cent of the total) had anytraining in English. There.is nO signifi-.
cant percentage of trained teachers of English in the primary schools,
though the IER survey showed that 83 per cent of primary.school teachers
teach some English.

3.3There are at present five kinds of teacher training,establishments.
Of these, two offer no training)at all for ELT: the Primary Training
Institutes (PTIs) and the Technical.Teacher Training Institute. Prospective
teachers may elect io specialise in English in/the three year BA (Education)
offered by the Colleges of Education, 4n the one year BEd, course.offered.by.
the six Teachers.Training Colleges, or in the MEd and PhD courses offered

by the Institute of Education and.Research at DaccaHniversityl. It is

generally agreed that these teacher training courses are largely theoretical
with little guidance.given in professional skills. The only provision for

in-service training for ELT is that provided by the Education,Extension
Research 'Institute in Dacca, which offers short courses .of one to three

weeks' duration.

3.4. There can be no doubt that the present provision lor.the training of

English language teachers is inadequate'. A\measure of the problem may be_
'gauged by looking at what will.be required if EngliSh is made a compulsory

.
subject in all primary schools where there are at present no trained
teachers of English:'hy the.smalleet eatimateS, ie by aining to provide
one trained teacher' of English in each primary school, over 40,000 teachers

will have to be trained immediately. Yet the:Primary Training Institutes
-have it present no teacher trainers.with any qualifications or even,
significant,experience in the teaching of English. 47 EL teacher trainers

will be.required to staff PTIs if and when'Engligh.ia introduced as a
subject. .The recruitment and training of this staff will itself present
a problem. The extent of the problem in he schools can be estimated from

theyesults of another recent small survey of teachers in training.. .This

survey attempted to assess\the trainee teachers' own proficiency in the

.language of the ELT textboOlcs'used in schools. The table therefore is

eXpressed in terms of the trainee teachersl own ability to handle the
English language above the grade level indicated.

IX VIII 'VII VI 'V

TTC (graduates) 20

College of Education 26

High.School teachers
(Tn-service).. 15 33 50

Teacilers in Intermediate
Colleges (In-service) 30 100

PTI students 0 21

(Only 1.8.per cent of PTI studenta showed any ability to write
'simple sentence structures.)

In other .words a crude approx-i-ma-t-ion riidIeu1s that at ail levels in the

schOol system, 80 per.cent of the teachers of English are not themselves
competent in the language skills they. purpOrt to teach.



.3.5 There has not recently been any significant in-service training
coUrses in ELT, other than those held at the Education Extension Re-
search .Institute.

2.6 There is no local,professional organisation with specific interest in
' the teaching.of English.

4. Teaching Materials

4.1 The responsibility for producing all tei:t-booka for Grades of
the schools system lies with the Text-Book Board, a semi-autonomous and_ .

subsidised Board set, up by the Ministry of Education for thig purpose.'
.The basic text-books produced for ELT are the "New Model'English Course,
Books which are used for Grades III-V inclusive,and "Middle Stage
English, 'Books I-III" which.are used for grades'VI-VIII. Both these sets
of books are structurally graded, and some care.has been taken to control
the lexical content. Neither of them can any longer be considered satis-
factory, the paper is Of poor quality, the fount is fussy and the lay-out
cramped and dull; 'many. of the passages are too long; there is not en0101
guidance for the poorly?qualified teacher; the early stages depend (L.Ca

V completely oral method which is inappropriate in classes' containing 50 or
more pupils, taug;it by tehchers whose own Englishis ofZen Weak.

4.2 As was,mentioned in pars 2.3, the syllabuses for Grades lx-XII are
nothing more than the marking scheme for the examinations of.the Boards
of Intermediate and Secondary EduCation and their past papeks. .Literature
is introduced for the first time and,the books used are.those books of
prose and verse extracts which are published by the.Board (and often sold
in the booksellers alongside ill-written and ill-assembled books'of com-
mentaries). There.may have been a time when such books of extracts were
acceptable professionally on the supposition that the task of.English
teaching was to encourage Cultural development and skindeep acquaintance
with the great works of English literature. In a country which meeds
English for.pragmatic purposes, their relevance is hard to See, and in
any case their choiceof extract.is difficult to justify.. At this stage
the language preparation'is catered for by use of past papers of the dif-
ferent Beards, and by the perusal of books of 'Functional English'., which
are oommekcially produced: the.grammar and exercises are traditional
form and content, and the examples for imitation are often stylistically
ind idiomatically suspect.\

4.3 Text-books, blackboards and chalk are the only aids to the teaching
of English that are available to the hard-pressed teacher of English in
Bangladesh. Of the four known language iaboratories in the country, none
are functioning. Few schools have .tape-recorders, and fewer still ever
use them (commercially produced tapes are not available, and.ichoojs
have no money to acquirelblanks), Some schools have radios, but there
are no ELT programmes during schoollhours. Libraries are small and
rarely used: of a number of schools investigated, Government School
libraries showed that issues per week amounted to 36 per cent of the total
role. Rural and Urhgn Non-Government Schools had a library issue of-4 per
ce .t of their total role.

4.4 The ELT TaskForce report., stresses the need for.the prodUCtion of new
text-books. No start has been made on this task far the moment because
the Ministry of Education is awaiting the productinn and aoCapt-a4lee:of
tne new curricula for all stages of the school systems it 'is hoped that
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the National Curriculum and Syllabus Committee will have completsd this
work for all subjects, including English, by June 1977, and then the way

may be clear to'th writing of new text-books at all levels of the SchOol

.system.

5. English outside the Educational System
.

There are a few small tutorial schools, often teaching English.alongside typing
and commercial subjects: Iley have no pro7e-t-s4.4naj reputation whatsoever.

6. British SuPport for the teaching Of English

6.1 No of Council ELT staff involved: 1

Position: ACE AdviSerto the University Grants Commission.

Main ELT activities: advisory work, training and materials
production for the Departments ofEnglish in the general
Universities. (gee Appendix 2)

6.2 No of British contract ELT staff recrulted through the Council: none.

6.3 VSos teaChing English: 'one.

PoSition: lecturer, University of Rajshaji.
(A request for a similar post 'Ea the University ofChittagong is
being investigated).

6.4 Other British staff teaching English: none.

6.5 Special activities recently supported by the Council:

i. Both Representative and EC) were active members of the ELT

Task Force.

ii. Both Representative and E0 are active members of the ELT sub-

committee of the NCSC.

iii. BO is a member of the sub-committee which has been working on

the production of ELT syllsbus for the PTIs.

iv. An educational seminar on the preparation of ELT materials was
conducted in May-June 1976 by three British based lecturers supported

by ACE and BO.

.v. -A main emphasis during the November 1976' Examinations workshopa,

which were conducted-by two British lecturers,'was on the examining

of English.

6.6 There are no-British ELT materiala-available in Bagladesh in significant

'quantities. The Ccuficil's own small film library nrd that of BIS are we6
used,'nut there is. no teaching of English by TV or radio.

7. American Sapoit for the Teaching of English

yrrail recently/ the USA have been inhibited politically from hriping in the

development of English. In-March 1977 however, a team of 3 lecturers sponsored

by USIS held a 3 day ELT seMinvr for teachers in degree Colleges (these

teachers in fact telch English Literature, not English languagl). USIS but not,

we believe, USAID are investigatng possible areas in which they might contribute



to the development of English. Such help is not likely to be extensive. There
has been continuous consultation between the Council and USIS on this matter.

8: General Statement.

There are no strengths and many weaknesses in the.present ELT situation. The
general.....-factors that have delayed effective action to promote ELT include
emotion, politics, poverty and the lov developmental priority gi7en to ELT
within Bangladesh. Particular.factors, in no pariicular order Of importance
because hone is paramount, include

poorlY paid, often untrained teachers who have themselves severe limit-
ations in their command of English.

outdated and unrealistic syllabuses.

rote-encouraging examinations syllabuses.

large classes.

"poor facilities, and a complete lack of supplementary/ancillary equipm

inadequate text-books.

an archaic. and unco-ordinition system of educational Rdministration.

!

the gap between assumed andactual levels of.proficiency, particularlY
at grade VI and necessarily thereafter.

teacher-centred teaching methods that emphasise passive learning and
non-participation, that encourage rending aloud as a purposeful
activity and discourage the acquisition of comprehemlion and writing
skills.

the'ambivaleut attitude to E.LT.in primary System, for though Englirh is
not compulsory, it is nevertheless taught and taught badly: it.is
counter-productive, producing such harmful side effects as meaninglesa
memorisation and.reduction of interest,.and achieving little more than
a knowledge of the alphabet and a rudimentary ability to recognize
words out of context.

the-complete absence of any native voice in the\claSsrooms, even a voice"

distanced by tape or radio.

9 Conclusion

9.1 All enquiries confirm the picture of low achievement and wastage
of resources. Any attempts.to stem the general decline in standards
implies a task the magnitude of which is frightening. It is no
consolation but should be that the problems besetting English are
not peculiar to that subject. All school syllabuses need revision. All-

are taught by poorly paid and inadequately trained personnel. The .

education system has not yetrecovered from the severe disruption of
several years of political and social upheaval combined with unpredictable
but frequent natural disasters'.' All aspects.of ELT in the" educational
system need to be completely reviSed not only to remove the effects of
the shortcomings just mentioned, but algo because English has.now a
.different status and function compared to thepre-liberstion period or
even the-pre-partitiOn period whose purposes are reflected.in the syllabuses,
text-bOoks and attitudes. The low level of abilities.of students in

9.



Engli.sh is partiCulailly serious at the tertiary level, where a
near-native competenee is still expected at least in the syllabuses:.

9.2 Despite all th'eSe difficulties, however, the indications are
thAt the Government Of Bangladesh seriously intends, within the
limits ot its own reisuurces and the resources available from
interested.agencies,;tOreform and improve .the whole educational

system. And recent4Tonouncements.and emphases underline the
high priority that *s to be given to English in these reforms and

improvements. (See:Appendix 3) Senior officials'are keen thatj

English should'haveiits appropriate place in in-service institutes

(both that present).* existing in Dacca, and that projected for

Rajshahi). They stress the need for improvement of ELT teacher
--training in the Teacher Training Colleges and for the establishment
of ELT teacher training in the PTIs. There is agrowing realisation
in the Universities-of the peed to include.language training and even

some methodOlogy in English MA.degree course (see Appendix 2), and

there is an increasing but.as yet.unfocussed recognition of the need

for English for Academic,Purposes. Ndbody ignores or denies the

magnitude of the task that is required if ELT in Bangladesh is to

be improved. All are in agreement that the task must be attempted,

and soon.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING PROFILE

LITERATURE ANNEX Bangladesh April 1977

1. Status of Literature

1.1 English-literature is the major foreign literature in Bangladesh.
Its PositiOn tdday\is a direct result of the history of the development
6f-English in india\from the beginning ofthe nineteenth century. As

the involvement with English was with the British, so until recently
English literature Was exclusively the.study of the literature ofthe
British.

1.2 In 1835 Engliskbeéame the official language of business in India:
The establishment ofEnglish rule meant.more than the creation of a-new
political power. It brought with At new ideas from the. West which
produced. a_stir in all Indian and Elngali SOCieti.e3.

1.3 The ideas, and th literary forms in which some of them were
expressed, exetciaed a profound influence upon the development of
Bengali literature. M ch of the zegard.jor English literature today is
not for its own value s a 'window on the world', but for its stimulus
to creative writing in Bengali.

1.4. The considerable rtthusiasOhat exists within the English
Departments of the. four\general Universities for English literature
iabased on mixed motiveS; many.see it as their duty to uphold the
traditiOn of Studying'Enilish literature; all have a'deep.respect for
the'cultural hqritage whi\ch English literature ma es available; and
st.me enIthuse about it because itOrovides their 1 velihood. Though
the apProach-towards studY\ing itmay be outdated, Ossified and
suspicious'of new develoi,n,ants, English literature still has an assured
place within the Universities; and, to.be a 'man of English', which
means in Bangladesh. 10 11\ave read EngliSh at Univefrsity, is to be

regarded ELS, an educated and\cultured member of society. ,

\

1.5 The exclusive attention to British literature tas however changed
recently, with the availability of one or two staff qualified to teach
American'literature. There is some likelihood that broader framework
for study may be introduced, but there ia as yet!no study of Common ealth
literature.

2: Literary Education

2.1 Although poems and prose appear in the school syllabuses for classes
7, 8 and 9, their stUdy is hardly\literary in. character. Students at

the School Certificate level are not asked to write about anything they
have. read. English literature as'an extension of English language teaching
really starts at the Intermediate yvel (classes 11 and.12) when the
average age of Students is 16. In the prevailing Classroom. conditions

where Student language competence i totally inadequate to cope with

unsimplified 'prose pieces, it canno be described as 'Literature'

teaching in the normally accepted se se. Rather it.is a vehicle for

enabling the student to maintain som little contact with Engliah.

The. typical pattern of class teachin is.for a,section of the reading
passage to be read'aloud by the teach r.in English, then to be translated
into Bengali with accompanying explan tion in Bengali. The most that_

can be hoped for is literal comprehe sion of the piece. In reality,
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students memorise answers. in English to the questions they 'know' will
be set in the examinations::

2.2 At the H.S.C. examination taken at the end of Clags 12; there are
two papers in English one of which contains, amongst other questions,
a section on one of the prescribed prose extracts for which a total of
40 marks is.allocated from a.total of 100.--Tbe other paper-deals
similarly with the poetry selections/. Questions asked are of a type
which encourage students to memorise answers and_deal with the factual
content of the writing.' An examiner would be asked to award two marks
only for a question such as the following.: 'Describe how Miss Mebbin
bought.a week-end cottage. In this connectibh-Nn-ite--a few words about
her character'.

2.2.1 The number of candidates who.take GCE '0' and 'A' level in
English literature is insignificant: between live and ten at each
sitting.

-2.3 There is no professional association of teachers of English'.

.2.4 Only; Crib book 'English'Selections for the YOung', an anthology of
prose and poetry, is prescribed for the HSC\examination. It is available
at taka 3,50 (approx. 13p) and, published with ariations by each of the
Textbook Boards, is owned by most students.

1

2.4.1. As the preface to this book says 'It contains prose and
pieces and poems from different periods of English literature
which will.be of interest to our young boys and girls.. A few
simple pieces by modern writers have also been included so as to
give them some idea of twentieth century.English prose and poetry.
There are annotations which contain brief biographical notes on
the authors, criticaltsummaries of the prose pfeces and poems and
difficult words and allusions'.. .There are ten prose selections,
three of which-are non-literary in character and twenty.eight
poems. Of the twenty7eight, six.are by poets of this century and
only one is still alive.

2.4.2 As there is no.introduction nor any teacher's guide, it
lis impossible to tell On what basis the selections were made.
'There is.no indication,of grading and,except in the case of a G C
Thoinley extract on 'Mass Production'','no apparent simplification.

2.4,3 jt may be deduced that the presuppositions on which this
Anthology was originally based included the convictions that
students relre linguistically competent enough in the Anguage
to manage rinsimplified texts and that.such a'selection %;,;as a

necessary introduction to'English oivilizatio and the world of
ideas which a knowledge of English could provi e

2.4.4. It has been.estimated (by the ELT Task Force) that the Present
standard of language competence at the class 12 level.is four years
behind that of the assumed levels within the textbooks. It is
clear that the Anthology can no longer be serving the purposes.
for which it was intended. AlUotation from one of the pieces
included - an essay by. L A G Strong enti,tled 'Reading.for pleasure'
provides suitable comment: 'What has .happened is that they have
been shoved-up against a hook before theyqwere ready for
It is like giving a young:.child food only suitable for an adult.
Result-indigestion, violent stomichc-ache, and a rooted dislike of
that article of food for evermore'.\'



2.5 With the exception of students of Engineering and Agriculture,

the only provision for English is within the English Departments of

the f'c.ur general Universities and within the Institute of Modern

Languages in Dacca. In 1974 800 students out o a total of 32,000

.(ie 2.5%) were studying English.at BA and MA levels in the Universities.

This does not tako account of those students reading English for a

degree in the affiliated Degree Colleges. At the BA Pass level figures

are not,available but at the BA Honours level the number within such

colleges is about 100. Nor does the percentage take account of those

who opt to take English as.a subsidiary subject within their degree.

2.5.1 Students who get admitted to read English within a

university English Department take a BA Honours at the end of

three years and.thewfollow it immediately with a one-year MA

course. .Students in the,Degree Colleges who opt.for a two-year

BA Pass course in English, may then get admitted to the University

to do a twO'-year MA programme in English. Both groups therefore

take fclor years,toiemerge with an MA, which-ls regarded by employers

and.students El-an essential for a job, particularly in teaching

which is the profession,most English graduates take.up.

2.5.2 411.English degrees'are degrees:in English literature for

which, at'the BA Bonours level, there-is a uniform structure

throughout the four general Universities: eight.written examination

papers for which a total of 800-Marks is allocated. To this is

added marks for a vivaand for tutorial work to make a grand total

of 900. Most papers Are taken at the end of the final year, but

it is possible to have one paper, taken at the end of the first year.

Three Universities haVe recently decided to make.students sit their

'final' English language skills examination at the end of the first

year.

2.5.3 The EngliSh literature syllabuses at the Universities are

uncomprisingly .traditional.. They have been described by a visiting

UKspecialist as 'cruEirely appropriate for native English-speakers

of.Public or Grammar school background in theperiod C.1910 but

seem Singularly 11'1-suited to.theneeds of any foreign nation in

the deplorable-condition. of Bangladeshin 1975'. The Cambridge.

Bibliography of English literature forMS the'framework of study,

-Ahd-tlierbain aim is to-proiiiae studenis With a chronological over-

view-of. English literature p.om 'Beowulf toArirginia-Woolf-':-

Lecture hours each week are devoted to disseminating 'masses of

processed in-formation about the historic-cultural background to..

periods, movementa.and individual authors. Only about one sevellth

of teaching time is.given over to the kinds of tutorial work which,

in theory at least, reyeal whether or not the student has understood

the presCribed text or-even read it. The background becomes the

foreground and the stddy'of literature is seen as being.exclusively

a process of assimilating-information. Thus interpretation and

evaluation become matters ofxthe assimilation of information,

,texcept that here the information-,is contained in the books of the

accepted literary critics who are treated, as finally authoritative'.

2.8.4 It is difficult to arrive at an accUrate assessment of depth

of study.' There a"-no open-access University ilb es for

students; seminar librariei-are in the process of being b up;

foreign boo-ks are expensive and difficult to obtain; the.idea o

reading for-pleasure is alien; students are hampered by slow reading

speeds. They read the minimum that is necessary for them to meet



therequiremeatt of tutorials and examinations. An informal
survey of first-year students revealed that they read between
nought and-two books per week. One Chairman of an English Department
contended thiit-mast_student essays submitted to him and his staff
were 'scissors-andTpaste' jobs largely copied almost verbatim from
the relevant rangei.of historical and Critical works. They represented
little or no evidence of,first-hand experience of the work forming
_the topic of the esiay..-

2.6 SinCe it is a typical pattern for the.BA Honoura student to proceed
immediately to the one-,year institutional MA which provides some opportunity
for more pecialised study, 'graduate' degrees therefore are.post MA and
are research degrees for'Which statutory provision is made at Dacca and
Rajshahi. In fact, the research capacities of the libraries is such that
research degrees in English are rarely undertaken locally. Those members
of staff who have research degreeaare the few who have been able to secure
sCholarships for study overseas either for an MA which has involved.an
element of research or for a.PhD. At the present.time only two staff
members within the four general University English Departments have PhDs.

Literary Scene

3.1 As the national language of Bangladesh Bengaliis of great"importance
in the life of the country. On February 21st each yeal.:7 Language Martyr's
Day, when those who died in the language riots of 1952 are remembered,- the

A nation is reminded of the event and polltical.leadera exhort.the people to
remember that Bengali is their language and heritagu., that 'it must be
taught properly and developed in response to the couutry's needs. Some
90% of the people of Bangladesh have Bengali as the.,r mother tongue.

3.2 The language is taught in schools as a co-.4pulsoili-subject and poetry
and prose are introduced from the first classe5 at primary level. TOere
is a Bengali literature examination at the School Certificate level which
has a prescribed text consisting of collection of prose and poetry
writings. ;just as English suffera from being poorly taught in desparately
adverse educational conditions so also does Bengali; and'University staff
in all Departments constantly comment on the poor standards of Bengali
that the majority of their studentsLpessess. Each of. the lour general
Univeraities has. a Department of Bengali and degrees are offered in the
language and the literature. Subjects in higher education are increasingly
taught through the medium of Bengali, and'Bengali woUld probably be the
universal medium wereit not for lack of texts in translation. As there
is no likelihood in the foreseeable future that up-to-date texts will
become available through translation into Bengali, English will continue
as a medium of instruction and particularly as a library language
alongside Bengali.7

3.3 Local Writers do not work in Engliah as,a general rule_ The
main focus of writing in Bengali-today is through poetry which has an
enthusiastic reception from the educated niddle classes. Drama is
theleast, de-leloped of the forms, possibly because Bangladesh lacks a
national theatre.

There are few works of British literature which have been
-translated into Bengali. Up until 1971 the medium of education
was English or Urdu and so the impetus for translation was lacking.
What translations there are have been produced on,a piecemeal
basis as a reflection of the enthusiasmi of the individual academics



who have attempted them. Amongst translated works are Marlowe's
'Dr Faustus', Shakespeare's 'Sont-Utg'7--ni-rtants 'Samson
Agonistes', Jane Austen's 'Pride and ?rejudice' and the poems

of A E Housman.

3.3.2 The picture is roughly the same for other foreign
literatures: the tragedies of Greek literature are available
in translation,.some of'the works.of Dostoievsky and some
Arabic poetry.

3.3.3 There is no local publishing of.British literature.
-Foreign tents are/either imported or produced as pirated
editions.

3.4 Because of import controls and the lack of foreign currency,
foreign texts are difficult to come by in the shops. The hest

collection of British literature is to be found in Dacca University
library but it is easily accessible only to staff, not to students.
There is no problem in obtaining Bengali texts in the bookshops.


